The correlation between the 4f -conduction electron (c-f ) hybridization and the transition temperature T 0 into the unconventional antiferromagnetically (AFM) ordered state in Ce(Ru 1−x Fe x ) 2 Al 10 has been investigated. The impact of pressure on the crystal structure and the electronic structure has been measured using x-ray diffraction and resonant x-ray emission spectroscopy at the Ce L 3 absorption edge in a diamond anvil cell. Our results show that the lattice spacings imply some correlation with the disappearance of T 0 . Analyses of the measured valence states, however, show only a weak correlation with the corresponding critical disappearance of the AFM order within experimental errors. Our results may be explained by a scenario based on the Kondo-Heisenberg model beyond the conventional Doniach phase diagram. The nature of the itinerant-localized transition of heavy electrons has been studied in the last few decades as an outstanding problem in the strongly correlated electron systems. Localized f electrons tend to form magnetically ordered states with an exchange interaction, while the itinerant character arises from the Kondo effect with a spin singlet that results in a heavy Fermi liquid. Unconventional phenomena have often been observed near the quantum critical point where the itinerant and localized character competes. The Doniach model has been used to describe the phase diagram of the system in terms of a competition between a local moment exchange represented by the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction and the Kondo screening [1, 2] . However, recent theoretical results have indicated that the Doniach model is too simple to describe the exotic phenomena in many relevant systems [3, 4] . In this paper our experimental results show a possible scenario for the breakdown of the conventional picture of the competition between the RKKY interaction and Kondo effect in f + d electron systems.
The nature of the itinerant-localized transition of heavy electrons has been studied in the last few decades as an outstanding problem in the strongly correlated electron systems. Localized f electrons tend to form magnetically ordered states with an exchange interaction, while the itinerant character arises from the Kondo effect with a spin singlet that results in a heavy Fermi liquid. Unconventional phenomena have often been observed near the quantum critical point where the itinerant and localized character competes. The Doniach model has been used to describe the phase diagram of the system in terms of a competition between a local moment exchange represented by the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction and the Kondo screening [1, 2] . However, recent theoretical results have indicated that the Doniach model is too simple to describe the exotic phenomena in many relevant systems [3, 4] . In this paper our experimental results show a possible scenario for the breakdown of the conventional picture of the competition between the RKKY interaction and Kondo effect in f + d electron systems.
Recently it was found that in CeT 2 Al 10 antiferromagnetic (AFM) order appears for T = Ru and Os at unusually high ordering temperatures (T 0 = 27.3 and 28.7 K) with fairly small ordered moments of μ ord ≈ 0.40 and 0.29 μ B /Ce for T = Ru and Os, respectively [5] [6] [7] . CeFe 2 Al 10 shows semiconducting behavior at low temperatures and does not exhibit magnetic order. Its temperature dependence rather suggests intermediate valent behavior due to hybridization of 4f and conduction electrons (c-f ) [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
The size of the small ordered moments in the Ru and Os compounds along the c direction and the anisotropy of the magnetic properties (χ a > χ c > χ b ) in the paramagnetic state [6, [13] [14] [15] can be explained to a large extent by crystal-field effects (CEF) [16, 17] . However, the direction of the ordered moments comes as a surprise since it is aligned along the c axis and not along the easy axis a. The long Ce-Ce distances of >5Å in CeRu 2 Al 10 and CeOs 2 Al 10 and de-Gennes scaling imply ordering temperatures below a few K, so that conventional RKKY interaction can be ruled out as the origin of the magnetic order [18] . Anisotropic exchange interaction was considered to reproduce the AFM ordering temperature, but the magnetic behavior at T < T 0 cannot be explained within a mean-field approximation, even when taking into account the CEF effects [19] . Therefore, the suppression of the spin degrees of freedom due to the c-f hybridization was considered. It was suggested that the c-f hybridization is strongest along the a axis, leading to an easy magnetization axis in the c direction [14] .
The reason why T 0 is so anomalously large remains an unresolved problem. Usually the Kondo effect, i.e., the presence of c-f hybridization, suppresses the magnetic order. We therefore study systematically what impact the Kondo effect has on the transition temperature T 0 . A measure for the c-f hybridization is the cerium valence which can be obtained from deviations of the lattice distances from Vegard's law, or more directly, from the electronic occupation of the 4f shell. The hybridization can be varied by pressure, chemically or hydrostatically. For the application of chemical pressure we have chosen to replace the transition metal in CeRu 2 A 10 with Fe. The magnetic order has disappeared between x = 0.7 and 0.8 [20, 21] . Applying hydrostatic pressure to CeRu 2 Al 10 leads at first to an increase of T 0 , then, after passing a maximum at 2 GPa, to a decrease and sudden disappearance of the magnetic transition at 4 GPa [22] .
In this paper we present x-ray diffraction (XRD) results of the lattice parameters and atomic distances in Ce(Ru 1−x Fe x ) 2 Al 10 at 300 K. Then we show valence measurements with the bulk sensitive x-ray absorption (XAS) technique with partial fluorescence yield (PFY) mode at the Ce L 3 absorption edge. We have used the PFY-XAS method where a decay process with longer life time is selected, so that the resulting spectra are narrower, making the different 4f contributions more visible [23] . Electronic structures of Ce(Ru 1−x Fe x ) 2 Al 10 as a function of x and that of CeRu 2 Al 10 as a function of pressure at low temperatures have been measured. Our results show poor correlation between the change in the Ce valence and the sudden disappearance of T 0 in both x and pressure dependencies, seemingly supporting a theoretical scenario proposed recently [4] .
Single crystals of Ce(Ru 1−x Fe x ) 2 Al 10 (x = 0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.6, 0.75, 0.8, 0.875, and 1.0) were synthesized by a conventional Al self-flux method. PFY-XAS and RXES measurements were performed at the Taiwan beamline BL12XU at SPring-8 [23] . A diamond anvil cell was used for the high pressure experiments. An ethanol-methanol mixture was loaded into a sample chamber hole of the Be gasket as the pressure medium. Pressure was monitored using ruby fluorescence, which was calibrated with an empirical formula at low temperatures [24] .
The composition (x) dependence of the crystal structure was studied by XRD for Ce(Ru 1−x Fe x ) 2 Al 10 at 300 K. [21] . But we find that our detailed XRD data yield a gradual decrease of the lattice constants and volume between x = 0 and 0.6 and a more rapid decrease above x = 0.75. The same trend is observed in the interatomic distances Ce-Ce, Ce-(Ru, Fe), and Ce-Al as shown in Figs. 1(c)-1(e). Interestingly, the change in the angle among Ce-Al-Ce atoms shows that the alignment of Ce-Al1-Ce is nearly rectilinear and does not show the x dependence, while those of Ce-Al3-Ce and Ce-Al5-Ce show an opposite trend and change rapidly at x > 0.5-0.6 [25] .
In Fig. 2 (a) the PFY-XAS spectra of Ce(Ru 1−x Fe x ) 2 Al 10 at 20 K are shown for all compositions. The intensities have been normalized to the spectral areas in the measured energy range from 5710 to 5760 eV. These spectra show the presence of c-f hybridization because in addition to the dominating absorption edge due to f 1 dynamic screening effect by the core-hole potential in the final excited state [25, 26] . For simplicity in this paper we treat v as the mean Ce valence.
In Fig. 2(b) we show the fit to the PFY-XAS data of Ce(Ru 0.875 Fe 0.125 ) 2 Al 10 at 20 K as an example. For simplicity the f n components are described with Voigt profiles although the spectral shape is more complicated due to band effects [27] . For the fluorescence an arctanlike function was assumed. For a proper fit of the 4f 1 feature two lines, the main f 1 line and a weak satellite f s 1 were taken into account. However, all data were fitted in the same manner so that a trend in the spectrum as a function of x from such a fit was able to be obtained. Figure 3(c) shows the Ce valence derived from these fits to the PFY-XAS spectra as a function of x. The valence of 3.05 ± 0.01 of CeRu 2 Al 10 agrees well with PES measurements by Goraus et al. [28] . We further find that the Ce valence increases linearly with x within the error bars. We also took RXES spectra as a function of incident photon energies for the compositions close to the disappearance of magnetic order (x = 0.60, 0.75, and 0.875), confirming very small difference of the electronic structures of these compounds [25] . We measured the pressure dependence of the PFY-XAS spectra at 15-18 K for CeT 2 Al 10 (T = Ru, Fe) as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) . For the Ru compound the maximum pressure was 8.5 GPa, while for the Fe compound it was 17.9 GPa. The data statistics are less optimal than for the data shown in Fig. 3(a) due to the low count rate in the DAC. Nevertheless, we observed the trend that with increasing pressure the f 0 intensity increases while the f 1 contribution decreases. Figure 3(c) shows the Ce valence derived from the fits to the PFY-XAS spectra. We find a monotonically increasing valence. No particular valence transition as a function of pressure occurs within the experimental errors. Up to 8.5 GPa the valence change with pressure is similar for CeFe 2 Al 10 and CeRu 2 Al 10 . Above 12 GPa the Ce valence for CeFe 2 Al 10 changes while pressure flattens out. These findings are consistent with the absence of any pressure-induced volume changes [29] .
The trend of the pressure-induced change in the Ce valence for CeRu 2 Al 10 is similar to that for CeIrSi 3 [30] and CePd 2 Si 2 [26] , where a gradual valence change occurred from the Kondo region to the valence fluctuation region with pressure. In CeFe 2 Al 10 similar behavior as in CeRu 2 Al 10 is observed, but the change in the Ce valence is small above 12 GPa, where the transition from the Kondo to the valence fluctuation regions may occur as observed in Yb compounds [31, 32] . Thus we conclude that CeRu 2 Al 10 is not located in the valence fluctuation region but rather in the Kondo region at ambient pressure [26] .
We find that already in the full compound CeRu 2 Al 10 before the substitution a non-negligible amount of c-f hybridization is present. This indicates that the AFM state coexists with c-f hybridization. Kondo et al has pointed out that the AFM moment along the c axis in the ordered state is not enough if it exists alone [14] . They proposed a scenario that the larger hybridization along the a axis could make a magnetization easy axis along the c axis. Interestingly, the LSDA + U band calculation showed that in CeRu 2 Al 10 the magnetic configuration was unstable if Coulomb correlations among 4f electrons were not included [28] . This also indicates that the weak hybridization may stabilize the magnetic structure because the f -c Coulomb term correlates to the Ce valence. These results are consistent with our observation and we conclude that the weak c-f hybridization is favored to coexist with the magnetic order.
The lattice constants and atomic distances of Ce(Ru 1−x Fe x ) 2 Al 10 have been measured as a function of x. We observe a rapid change in the lattice constants close to the composition where the AFM order is suppressed [20] [compare Fig. 1 and 3(d) ]. In heavy fermion or intermediate valence systems valence changes go along with changes in the lattice constants due to the different ionic radii of the 4f 0 and 4f 1 states. We have further presented valence measurements with the PFY-XAS of the substitution series Ce(Ru 1−x Fe x ) 2 Al 10 as a function of x. Our fits to the substitution series yield a smooth change in the valence which does not reflect the more rapid change as expected from the lattice constants beyond x ≈ 0.8. Here we consider a relation between the changes in the volume and Ce valence. For an example, in the γ -α transition of Ce metal the change in the volume of 20% induces the change in the Ce valence of 0.16 at 2 GPa [33] . Although we cannot simply apply the result for the Ce metal to other Ce compounds, a few percent abrupt change in the volume may be necessary to observe a sudden change in the Ce valence. Our results show that the change in the volume of the order of 1%-2% around x ∼ 0.8 does not change the electronic structure significantly. The poor correlation between the change in the lattice and Ce valence is anomalous and at present it seems to indicate the breakdown of the RKKY scenario as an origin of the magnetic order as already seen in nonapplicability of the de-Gennes scaling for T 0 in CeT 2 Al 10 systems (T = Ru, Os) [18] .
In CeRu 2 Al 10 T 0 increased initially to 2.5 GPa. The axial dependent resistivity (ρ) showed ρ b ∼ ρ c > ρ a at ambient pressure and ρ b > ρ c > ρ a at 2.5 GPa [6, 34] . Tanida et al. [34] proposed the following scenario: The c-f hybridization in the ac plane becomes large compared with that along the b axis with pressure and the slight increase of T 0 in low pressure range is ascribed to the enhancement of the c-f hybridization in the ac plane. In this scenario the RKKY-type interaction may be comparable to the Kondo effect at 2.5 GPa. In the pressure dependence of CeRu 2 Al 10 the Ce valence shows a little change up to ∼2 GPa while T 0 rises in between 0 and 2.5 GPa. Above ∼2 GPa the Ce valence increases more rapidly in the pressure dependence. Thus the scenario proposed by Tanida et al. also explains our results at P < 3-4 GPa. However, our pressure-induced behavior of the Ce valence in the whole pressure region measured has been often observed also in other Ce compounds, where the transition from the Kondo region to the valence fluctuation region occurs [26, 30, 35] . Furthermore, it is crucial that the sudden change in T 0 at P > 3-4 GPa is beyond the above scenario because of the smooth change in the Ce valence.
We conclude, in CeRu 2 Al 10 the anomalously high ordering temperatures in combination with c-f hybridization in the ordered state point towards a strong exchange interaction. It is therefore feasible that the Kondo effect has an impact on the ordered state such that it, e.g., influences the direction of the magnetic moment. Still, the conventional RKKY scenario does not yield an explanation for why the exchange interaction is so strong in these compounds and the sudden disappearance of the magnetic order in both x and pressure dependencies. Recently a new phase diagram of the itinerant-localized transition of heavy electrons has been clarified for the KondoHeisenberg lattice at finite temperatures [4] . CeRu 2 Al 10 is located in the itinerant AFM region, while CeFe 2 Al 10 is in the paramagnetic region. Phase transition occurs between them and Néel temperature rapidly goes down to zero around the phase transition point, but the Fermi temperature constantly increases. This picture is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) with a conventional Doniach phase diagram in Fig. 4(a) . The theory indicates that even if the Heisenberg interaction is small compared to the Kondo term, it is still important because it competes with the Kondo energy. Substitution of Fe to the Ru site as well as to apply the pressure may cause the transition from the itinerant AFM to paramagnetic, while the hybridization strength changes gradually. Thus this theory may explain the experimental results for CeT 2 Al 10 systems quantitatively. But further theoretical study is required for quantitative comparison with the experimental results.
Our data confirm that in CeRu 2 Al 10 c-f hybridization is present at ambient pressure, i.e., the AFM state coexists with c-f hybridization. Pressure or Fe substitution to the Ru site pushes the system from a AFM ordered state to the valence fluctuation regime. The XRD study of the x dependence for Ce(Ru 1−x Fe x ) 2 Al 10 indicates no structural transition, but a more rapid change in the volume close to x ≈ 0.8, corresponding to the change in T 0 , suggests a change in Ce valence. While a smooth change of valence is also observed in the PFY-XAS data, we do not find that the valence reflects the sudden drop of the ordering temperature at neither x ≈ 0.8 nor P = 0.4 GPa. Seemingly the c-f hybridization is not responsible for the strong enhancement of T 0 , although it has an impact on the magnetic structure. In our measurements we did not measure the orientation dependence of the crystal. It will be interesting to observe the orientation dependence especially in the x dependence. 
